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Abstract 

In this paper we propose an algorithm for the classification of digital modulated signal in the presence of Gaussian noise. The 
additive noise is modeled by Gaussian mixture distribution. A log likelihood algorithm is used to classifying the signal  on the 
basis of  decision –theoretic approach and develop a schematic structure of   classifier for M-array QAM  signals. The 
performance is evaluated in terms of probability of successful classification. This survey paper focus on digital modulated 
classification of QAM signal. We evaluate the performance of the classifier based on the amplitude density function of received 
signal. 
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1. Introduction 

Automatic modulation classification is a challenging problem at receiver side in multiple hypotheses 
corrupted by noise. Automatic modulation classification is mostly used in military electronic surveillance as well as 
many communications. To find the modulation classifications firstly design the good algorithm.  There are two main 
approaches to modulation classification, namely feature-based and likelihood-based (LB) [1]. Feature-based 
classifiers exploit modulation dependent features of the signal, such as cyclo-stationary signatures [2], [3].  While 
feature-based approaches are generally easier to implement, they are sub-optimal. LB classifiers are optimal in the 
Bayesian sense, as they minimize the probability of classification error [5]. LB approaches are composite hypothesis 
testing problems in which classification is performed by searching for the maximum a posteriori probability. The 
difficulty in performing modulation classification is primarily due to the fact that classifiers operate with incomplete 
signal and channel information. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only likelihood-based classifier available 
in the literature for the Gaussian noise case was proposed in [6], Distributed decision fusion methods are applied to 
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produce a more accurate estimate of signal characteristics. However, comparing to LRT-based AMC approaches, 
feature-based methods in essence have more limitations on suitable modulation schemes. In addition, their 
performance upper bounds are quantitatively lower than those of LRT-based methods. All other classifiers 
developed for Gaussian noise are feature-based; that is, they exploit modulation dependent features of the signal, 
such as cumulates [7], [8]. While feature-based classifiers are generally easier to implement, they are sub-optimal. 
Likelihood-based classifiers are optimal in the Bayesian sense, as they minimize the probability of classification 
error . Identification of the modulations order is also an attractive subject that many works have been done on it. For 
example, in [9] higher-order statistics (HOC) is used to identify the order of modulation in M-ray quadrature 
amplitude modulation (QAM). In [10] the number of levels in the wavelet magnitude has been exploited to 
recognize the modulation order M of an QAM. This paper proposes and analyzes a likelihood-based classifier for 
digital amplitude-phase modulated signals (PSK, QAM, and PAM) in flat-fading channels with non-Gaussian noise. 
The additive noise is modeled by a Gaussian mixture distribution (with a known number of terms), a well-known 
model of man-made and natural noise that appears in most radio channels. We also present a general performance 
analysis for coherent ML classification of QAM constellations. Based on the theoretical analysis, we then study the 
asymptotic performance of optimal and suboptimal coherent ML classification schemes.   

 
 

2.  QAM signal models and probability density functions of amplitudes 
 
 The received signal r(t) consists of an information- bearing signal component and noise [12] ���� = ��	��� + 
��� − 	∞ < � < ∞ �1� 
 
where	��	���  is assumed to be one of QAM schemes and  n(t) is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process 
of zero mean and covariance function ������ and is assumed to be uncorrelated with �����. The QAM signal		����� 
is a band-pass signal and can also be expressed in terms of the equivalent low-pass representation as 								��	���		�						��[�̃���������� t] � = 8,16,32,64 … … … 0 ≤ � ≤ () 	, 
 

�2� 
 

	��(t) is called the complex envelope or the equivalent low-pass signal of �̃����and Ts is the symbol duration. It is 
worthwhile to note that the energy in ���t), expressed in terms of the equivalent low-pass signal. In a like manner, 
n(t) can be expressed in terms of its equivalent low pass representation  as 


��� = ��[*��� + +,����������] 											= �� 	[
.���������	�] 
 

 
(3) 

 
Where x(t) and y(t)  are the quadrature  components of n(t) and n(t) is the complex envelope of n(t). The results of 
performance of the proposed classifier are independent of the carrier frequency and channel frequency band. The 
received signal in terms of the equivalent low-pass expressions can now be rewritten as �̃��� = ��/��� + 
	0 ��� ,															 − ∞ < � < ∞. �4� 

 
The amplitude of �̃(t) may be extracted by means of I-Q channel technique and sampled, the ith sample R(i) can be 
expressed  as ��2� = 3��2� + 4�2� ,								 − ∞ < 2 < ∞, �5� 
Where 3��2�	is the sampled amplitude component of �̃(t), and 4(i) is the random amplitude component due to 
.(t). 
Without loss of generality, all sequences are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with zero-
means. For a zero-mean narrowband Gaussian noise with variance��, the probability density function (pdf) of the 
amplitude, R, is known as the Rayleigh distribution and is given by [30] 
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															6��� = ��� �7�89 �:9; �	,																			� ≥ 0 
�6� 

 
When a continuous wave with amplitude S is perturbed by a narrowband Gaussian noise, the resulting pdf is referred 
to the Rice distribution and is expressed as 
 

6�8� = ��� 			�7�89=)9�/�:9?@ A���� B ,													� ≥ 0 
7� 

 
 
Where ?@(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with zero order. 
The amplitude pdfs for higher M-ary QAM signals can be decided in a similar manner and can be expressed by 

D��� = E F�[+]G
��H

��7I89=)JK9 L/2?@I��M,�L, 
F� = [F1, F2, … … , F[N]]						� ≥ 0			 

 
 �8�   

 
Where k represent the number of sets of equal amplitudes on the constellation plane. 
 
 

3. Log-likelihood function based QAM classification rules 
 

In this section we shall develop a classifier structure based on system model. The classification problem is 
treated as a multiple hypothesis-testing problem. For example, we may arbitrarily assign O@to 16QAM, and OH to 
32QAM and so forth. In other words, we formulate this problem as 

 ��2� = 3M�2� + 4�2�, −∞ < 2 < ∞,								OP , Q = 1,2 … … … ..		 
 

 �9� 

 
The number of samples is arbitrarily set to be n. Since samples are independent and identically distributed, the joint 
probability density of n samples under O∝,	6��H,��……..�T|O∝� is the product of the individual probability densities, 

i.e., 

6��H,��……..�T|O∝� 	 = V 6��W|O∝�T
W�H

 
�10� 

 
Accordingly, the joint pdf for a general M-ary QAM signal is written as  		

DI�H,��,……………..�T|O∝L = V XE FM
G

��H
[+]�W�7Y8Z9=[\]^9 _� ?@I�W�M,�L`T

W�H
 

O∝	, 			 ∝= 1,2 … … … 

 
 �11� 
 

 
The classification rule then uses knowledge of both  p(R1, R2, ………, Rn|Hα) and {p(Hα)} to determine which one 
of the possible transmitted signaling schemes has maximum a posteriori probability. More precisely, this classifier 
reports the modulation type of a received signal corresponding to β whenever the following inequality holds: 
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6IOa|�H,��,…………..�TL > 6�OP|�H, ��, … … … . �T�. �12� 

 
Determination of the a posteriori probabilities	6�OP|�H, ��, … … … . �T�							follows from the mixed form of Bayes 
rule, 
 

6�OP|�H, ��, … … … . �T� = 6��H, ��, … … … . �T|O∝�6�O∝�D��H,��, … … … . . �T� . �13� 

Since  6��H,��,…………..,�T )  independent of hypotheses, we conclude from Eq. (15) that the resulting decision 

functions are[20] DI�H,��,……………..�T|O∝L ,						 ∝= 1,2 … … … … �14� 

Using the fact that the natural logarithm is a monotonic function, the decision functions can also be written as 

In[DI�H,��,……………..�T|O∝L]	Referring to Eq. (13), we can obtain the decision function for a general M-ary QAM 

signal after taking the logarithm on both sides. That is, the decision function or what is called the test statistic for 
any hypothesis O∝, ?∝ is 
 lne6I�H,��, … … … . . �T|O∝Lf 

= E ln XE FM[+]G
��H

�W�7�8Z9=[J,^9 �/�?@I�W 	�M,�L`T
W�T

 

∝= 1,2, … … … … … … … ….																	 

 
 
 �15� 

Eq. (15) can be further simplified by using the fact that the terms	�W and �78g/99
in the brace are common in each 

hypothesis and then can be removed. The resultant test statistic for any hypothesisO∝,	?∝,is, therefore, 
 ?∝ = lne6I�H,��, … … … . . �T|O∝Lf 

E ln XE FM[+]G
��H

�7)J,^9 /�?@I�W�M,�L`T
W�H

 

∝= 1,2, … … … … … … … ….										 

 
 
 �16� 

																																																																																																					 
Eq. (16) can be employed to design a classifier for general M-ary QAM signals. 
 
 

4. Result and discussion 
 

The ML MC is optimal in the sense of minimum error rate. The ML approach an optimized solution for 
modulation classification it may result in of high probability  of correct classification. The analytical expressions 
have been derived from the log-likelihood algorithm based approach. We simulate the classifier under consideration 
using MATLAB package. The probability of successful classification is plotted as a function of the SNR 

 . 
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Figure 1: Performance of ML –Classifier with the different sample size of QAM signals 

Here the performance of the proposed classifier is examined by simulation in which two-million samples 
are tested for each integer-valued SNR from 0 to 5 dB, and comparisons with those obtained using the analytical 
approach are made. As before, N is set to 500, 1800, 2400 for comparison purpose. 
 

 
Figure 2. Performance of ML –Classifier per baseband high sample size 

 
These result shows analysis of performance will be proceeded using two approaches, that is, the theoretical 

approach and the numerical approach. The average probability of successful classification is employed as the 
measure of performance.  It can also be seen that the performance improves for increasing number of symbols used 
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in the estimation process, as the estimation accuracy increases. At each step of SNR step, many time judgments are 
used to calculate the simulation with two hypothesis show good classification result even at low SNR. The classifier 
algorithm based on the joint PDF of amplitude and phase proves to be superior to the amplitude PDF based 

classifier. 
 
 

5. Conclusion and Future scope 

QAM signal are challenging to classify since their notation are not unambiguous unlike FSK and PSK 
constellation. A QAM signal is uniquely defined only by constellation shapes i.e. the amplitude and phase of signal 
points for a small no of signal points there exists many variations in the constellation shapes. In this chapter we 
propose an maximum likelihood algorithms is based on modulation classification in digital communication. This  
overcomes the computation- intensive and time consuming process in the prior art .in contrast  with  multiple 
multiplication, addition involved in the likelihood function our method gives a satisfactory performance .These 
method require reasonable SNR to distinguish signal points especially when the no of signal points  increase. And 
also we compared theoretical performance result with the simulation results that were obtained of actual 
classification, using randomly generated data. It was also observed that’s classifier designed for Gaussian channels 
perform significantly worse than proposed classifier when Gaussian mixture noise is present. 

This work is expected to be generalized to the cases with multiple modulation scheme QAM modulation is 
being used in optical fiber systems as bit rates. Higher spectral efficiencies can be achieved when constellation sizes 
increase. A proper threshold setting method and output values designed for automatic modulation recognition are 
our research tasks in future 
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